
Math 121 Exam I Content Spr'23

Polynomials
f(x) =apch+an+C*-+...+a, +do, where aieR, anto is a polynomial of degreen,

with leading coefficient an
and y-intercept (0, f10))

less formally givena polynomial, its degree is the highestpower of a thatappears
and its leading coefficient is the coefficientof the highestpower of c

examples.((+(3-2x+ has degrees, and leading coefficient
Ts(3-20" -x] hasdegree 4, and leading coefficient -2

f(x) =A(x -2)m.(x-c)M2...(x-cr)Mr is the factored form of a polynomial with degree m, +mat...Mr

and leading coefficientA
The factored from allows us to find the zeros/ac-intercepts of fall and their multiplicities.
Each Cis a zero, with multiplicity m;

examples.- xC(x-2((x+7is a polynomial of degree 1 +3+ 2 =6, with leading coefficient -1.
the zeros are:(=0, or (0,0), with multiplicity 1

x=2, or (2,0), with multiplicity 3
x=-7, or (7,0), with multiplicity 2

acc-3csizisapolynomialofdegreeatwithleading coeffiiret

like this, set it equal x=z, or (5,0), with multiplicity 2
to zero and solve for c

-x-2 =0 => x=
is the zero

Whatdoes degree, leading coefficient, zeros,multiplicities tell us aboutthe graph
of a polynomial?

1. End behavior:The ends of an even degree polynomial go in the same direction,
1

if the leading coefficientis positive.As atoo, ytoo and as story too V

if the leading coefficientis negative:As Itoo, ytoo and as (4-0y--00 -A

· The ends of an odd degree polynomial go in opposite directions,
if the leading coefficientis positive.As atoo, ytoo and as it toy+-00 ↑
if the leading coefficientis:As Itoo, ytoo and as 1--00 y too E

7

2. Behavior atxc-intercepts: Azero with multiplicity Ipassesstraight through the x-axis x..(Bx

· Azero with even multiplicity bounces off of the axis ofa

· Azero with odd multiplicity passes through the sraxis a flattens so

The higher the multiplicity, the flatter the line



examples. graph f(x) =- x3 - 2x2 +3x

First, we factor fee. We pull out the common term (-xc) to getf(x)
= - x(x2+2x -3)

Then, since (-2)71) = 2 and 11 +52) =-3, we factor the quadratic, getting f(x) =- x(x -2)(x-3)
we can now see that the zeros are at10,0), (2,0), and (3,0), andeach has multiplicity
Next, we note thatI has degree 3 codd) and leading coefficient, so the end behavior is

((+00,y--00 + (+ -00,y +00

To graph,we firstplot the zeros
Then since as a-200, 3t00, we drawsinatonis and to the leftstarting at10,00
and since as 12+00,yt.00, we draw a line going down and to the rightstarting at(3,0)

Then since the multiplicity of each line is 1, at each zero we go straight through the

craxis. It's usually bestto work left -right 1

Write a possible function for thegraphof the degree polynomial. ·

First, we see thatthe zeros are at (- 2,0) &
x=- 2, with multiplicity 2, giving us the term (((+2) and

x=4, with multiplicity 3, giving us the term (x-4)
3

V

So we know f(x) =A(x+2((x-4)3.

We use the y-interceptto find the leading coefficient A.
The y-int. is (0,2), so we know f(0): 2. From our formula, we know f(0)=A(0+2(2(0-4)
So f(0) =2=

-256A,soA =- =A(2)2(- 4)3

Therefore =A(4)(-64)

f(x) = -g(x+2)2(x- 4)3 = -256A

Rational functions

ifp(D, gG are polynomials, f() =0is a rational function.

off(x)

· Ahole/removable pointisa zero of both past and g(s), i.e., a zero of both the numerator and denominator

· An ic-intercept of fee isa zero of p(x) thatis not a hole

· Avertical asymptote of f(x) is
a

zero of go) thatis not a hole

examples.f(x) =3allAD(x+3). has a hole atx-3, cc-intercepts (2,0) and H,0), and a V.A. atc=0

f(x) =y =aalliehasa hole at-2, anc-intercept (2,0), and noen

Horizontal Asymptotes:

Letn be the degree of p() and letme be thedegree of god.Then there are 3 cases thatface
couldfall into:

1.m:leta be the leading coefficientof pac) and letby be the leading coefficientof go
Then fed has a H.A. aty

= (This is because the numerator and denominator grow atthe same rate



2.m>n:f(x) has a H.A.at=0 Thisis because the denominator grows ata faster ratethan the numerator)

3. man:f() has no H.A. (This is because the numerator grows ata faster ratethan the denominator)

* when n=m+1, f(x) has an oblique asymptote. We can find the equation for the O.A. through polynomial
long division go

examples, x5 - 3

⑤iron
Using sintercepts, asymptotes, and test points, we can graph a rational function,or determine the
formula of a rational function from a graph.

examples. graph f(x) = sp-6
We firstfactor the numerator and denominator:fa**
Holes:((+2) isa factor of both the numerator & denominator, so there isa hole at1-2

c2-ints:(x-3),(11) arefactors of the numerator, butnotthe denom, so there are intercepts (3,0), (,0)

V.A.S:(DC) and (2) are factors of the denom. butnot the num., so there are V.A.S at10 and SC=2.

Since f is undefined for x=0 (V.A)there is no y-intercept
Since the denominator has degrees, and the numerator has degree 3, f has a HAaty=1

1

cannowpeptoesand
the zeros. The intempts tell me which section as the

graph the line is in when Iso and also (in these areas,

the line cannot cross the asymptotes. Horizontal asymptotes
only effect and behavior, so when O2, itmay cross the H.A.
However, the line may not cross thex axis, as there are no

stints between 0 and 2. So a single test point will tell
us what the line looks like. We check for :

f(x) =s1 = 156 =10 =50>0. So the graph stays are
1-2

the o-axis between 0 and 2. Finally, we place the hole atx=-2



example. Write a possible formula for the graph of fl

Since there is a hole at(2, 1(+2) mustbe a factor
of both the numerator and denominator.

of the numeratoroimzancimaamoaSince there is a V.A. at(c=- 1, (cc+) mustbe a factor
of the denominator

Therefore f(x) =FteUSSED
We can check thatthis formula agrees with the y-intercept:f(0)

=opSoP=- = z =1 v

Domains

iff isa partial function on R (e.g., a rational function or square root functionthe domain off is
the set ofall real numbers a for which f() is defined. "Minus" "suchthat"

of "in"

iff(c=B), i.e., fis a rational function, then the domain off is ISPER(g(=0) =4xtR+g(x)=0)
in words:the domain off isall real numbers exceptfor the zeros of the denominator.

iff(x) =gu+- i.e., f isa square rootfunction, then the domain off is[ORgGs0, i.e. allrealnumbersa
sense

radical isnon-negative

examples. siteithas domain(S1.-3) =AR/C. m=700, -3)-73,1))is

VET-1 +5 has domain (KCRIC:E3 =

[6,00), because 2(-K01x ==

Compositions:

if, g are partialfunctions on 14, the domain of fog isthe domain of (the simplified form offog intersected

with the domain of g.

examples.f(x)=it,g(x) =2.domf=R\03, domg =1152)
domg

-non-randonition... see
nec-cc-3,uspit.domp,dominiscaRk:Re
hoh(x) =(3-1 =V2. note that(1+2=0 EC=-2. since a square is always non-negative,

this is true forall celR

->dom kon =RUIR =1

on



Inverses

Afunction (or partial function) is invertible if and only if itis injectiveonetoone

Afunction isinjective ifand only ifevery outputcorresponds to a unique input. We can think aboutthis in two

equivalentways.
"implies"or "if...

ther

Formally ifisinjective ifand only if
storatfdomf, f(a) =f(b)a=b

Graphically:we say thatf is injective if and only ifthe graph off passes the horizontal line test.

f passes the horizontal line
testwhen any possible horizontal line on the plane meets the graph off in

atmostone spot.

examples.
A passes,

so is injective, so is invertible.

( -..........fails, so is notinjective, so has no inverse.

"there exists"

The domain of itisequal to the range off, SYR15x. f9x=33, i.e., all thepossibleoneof fa
To find f swap all instances of x with

y
and swapf( with x, then solve for y

example. f(x) =t3 x=3 +y
+3 =x y=1-3 -f(x) =4 -3

The range offisRISO) (H.A. aty=0), so dom f=RLS0)


